1981 chevy el camino
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pickup truck , the El Camino was adapted from the standard two-door Chevrolet station wagon
platform and integrated the cab and cargo bed into the body. Introduced in the model year in
response to the success of the Ford Ranchero pickup, its first run lasted only two years.
Production resumed for the â€” model years based on the Chevelle platform, and continued for
the â€” model years based on the GM G-body platform. Although based on corresponding
General Motors car lines, the vehicle is classified in the United States as a pickup. Renamed
Caballero in , it was also produced through the model year. The concept of a two-door vehicle
based on a passenger car chassis with a tray at the rear began in the United States in the s with
the roadster utility also called "roadster pickup" or "light delivery" models. The body style did
not reappear on the American market until the release of the Ford Ranchero. The mid
introduction of Chevrolet's Cameo Carrier pickup truck helped pave the way for the El Camino.
Although it was a model variant of Chevrolet's Task Force light-duty pickup, the Cameo offered
an array of car-like features that included passenger-car styling, fiberglass rear fenders,
two-tone paint, a relatively luxurious interior, as well as an optional V8 engine, automatic
transmission, and power assists. Other pickup truck producers, including Dodge, Ford,
Studebaker, and International, began to offer flush-side cargo boxes on some of their models,
such as the Dodge C Series , and the Studebaker E-series Deluxe. However, Ford also
introduced the Ranchero, and established a new market segment in the U. The original El
Camino and Ranchero would compete directly only in the model year. The El Camino was
introduced for the model year two years after the Ford Ranchero. Like the Ranchero, it was
based on an existing and modified platform, the new-for Brookwood two-door station wagon,
itself based on the completely redesigned, longer, lower and wider full-sized Chevrolet. Unlike
the Brookwoods wagon and a sedan delivery variant, the El Camino was available with any
full-sized Chevrolet drivetrain. It came in a single trim level, its exterior using the mid-level
Bel-Air's trim, and the interior of the low-end Biscayne. Its chassis featured Chevrolet's
"Safety-Girder" X-frame design and a full-coil suspension, both introduced in the model year.
The somewhat soft passenger car suspension of the base model left the vehicle level without a
load, in contrast the Ranchero, where standard pound rated heavy duty rear springs gave it a
distinct rake when empty. The quirky Level Air suspension option, in its second and final year,
was listed as available, but was almost never seen on any Chevrolet model, much less an El
Camino. The El Camino was promoted as the first Chevrolet pickup built with a steel bed floor
instead of wood. The floor was a corrugated sheetmetal insert, secured with 26 recessed bolts.
Concealed beneath it was the floor pan from the Brookwood two-door wagon, complete with
foot wells. Box capacity was almost 33 cubic feet 0. A total of 22, El Caminos were produced for
That bested the count of 21, first-year Rancheros made in and the 14, Ford sedan pickups built
in direct competition for the model year. But would be a different story. The seat was now
covered in striped-pattern cloth with vinyl facings. Available interior trim shades were once
again gray, blue, and green. Floor coverings were in medium-tone vinyl. Orders plummeted by a
third, to just 14,, at which point Chevrolet discontinued the model; meanwhile, Ford moved 21,

Rancheros, which were now based on the brand-new Falcon compact. The pioneering American
sedan pickups just did not connect with enough car-buying Americans. Perhaps these early
"crossovers" didn't carry enough passengers; in a time when baby-boomer families dominated
the market, three across was the best they could offer. Cargo volume was meager compared
with pickup trucks. The low-level trim and marketing efforts focused almost exclusively on
commercial customers may have inhibited sales, as well. Chevrolet reintroduced an all new,
mid-size El Camino four years later based on the Chevrolet Chevelle. The model was similar to
the Chevelle two-door wagon forward of the B-pillars and carried both "Chevelle" and "El
Camino" badges, but Chevrolet marketed the vehicle as a utility model and Chevelle's most
powerful engines were not available. The shocks were continued over all generations, the
frames only thru New sheetmetal highlighted the El Camino, identical to the Chevelle. A new
instrument panel with horizontal sweep speedometer was featured. Inside, the standard version
featured a bench seat interior and rubber floor mat from the low-line Chevelle series, while the
Custom used a more upscale interior from the Chevelle Malibu with plusher cloth-and-vinyl or
all-vinyl bench seats and deep twist carpeting, or optional Strato swivel bucket seats with
console. A tachometer was optional. The El Camino followed the Chevelle's styling facelift with
a new grille, front bumper, and trim. Air shocks remained standard equipment on the El Camino,
allowing the driver to compensate for a load. The model year also brought the collapsible
steering column and options of disc brakes and Turbo Hydramatic 3-speed automatic
transmission. Chevrolet does report 17, L34 and L78 engine options were sold in Chevelles, but
there is no breakdown of body styles. The 3-speed manual transmission remained the standard
transmission with a heavy duty RPO M13 also available along with the 2-speed Powerglide and
either M20 wide ratio or M21 close ratio 4-speed transmissions. The interior was revamped
including cloth and vinyl or all-vinyl bench seats and deep twist carpeting. Power front disc
brakes and Positraction were optional. A new, high-performance Super Sport SS version was
launched. A three-speed manual was standard with all engines, and a four-speed or automatic
was optional. In , the SS was a separate model the "SS". The models showed only minor
changes, led by more-rounded front-end styling. A single chrome bar connected quad
headlights, and a slotted bumper held the parking lights. New round instrument pods replaced
the former linear layout. For the first time, the Chevrolet V8 was used in an El Camino. Options
included power windows and locks. Curiously, back-up lights moved from the rear bumper to
the tailgate, where they were ineffective when the gate was down. The models received sheet
metal revisions that gave the bodies a more squared-up stance, and interiors were also
redesigned. Chevrolet's largest and most-powerful engine of the time was also put into a select
few El Caminos. For , mandated lower-octane unleaded fuel necessitated a reduction in engine
compression, and GM's A. Power and performance were reduced. Engine offerings for included
the , small-block V8s of and cubic inches; and big block V8s of and cubic-inch displacements.
Horsepower ratings of those engines for ranged from for the six to for the RPO LS5 â€” all in
gross figures. The LS6 V8 was gone forever. It shared the same engine and transmission
offerings as its Chevrolet counterpart. The El Caminos wore single-unit parking and side marker
lights on their front fenders, outside of a revised twin-bar grille, but little changed. For ,
horsepower measurements were switched to the "net" figures as installed in a vehicle with all
accessories and emission controls hooked up. Super Sport equipment could now be ordered
with any V8 engine, including the base cubic-inch version. For , the El Camino was redesigned.
Matching the Chevelle line and using the wagon chassis, it was the largest El Camino
generation. Energy-absorbing hydraulic front bumper systems on these vehicles added more
weight. There were two different trim levels of El Caminos during this period. The base model
and SS option shared interior and exterior appointments with the Chevelle Malibu, while the El
Camino Classic introduced for shared its trim with the more upscale Chevelle Malibu Classic.
The left wheel was adjusted to have slightly more positive camber than the right, which resulted
in a more uniform and stable steering feel on high-crown road surfaces while maintaining
excellent freeway cruise stability. Clearances for spring travel were also improved for a
smoother ride over all types of surfaces; the coil springs at each wheel were computer-selected
to match the individual car's weight. Front disc brakes were now standard on all '73 El Caminos.
New options included swivel bucket seats with console and Turbine I urethane backed by steel
wheels, as was the instrument gauge cluster. A structural improvement was a stronger design
for the side door guard beams. El Caminos shared the "Colonnade" frameless door glass with
other Chevelles, and would continue this feature into the next generation as well. Hardened
engine valve seats and hydraulic camshafts made these engines reliable for many miles, and
allowed them to accept the increasingly popular unleaded regular gasoline. The three-speed
manual transmission was standard; 4-speed manual and Turbo Hydra-Matic 3-speed automatic
transmissions were optional. Crossflow radiators and coolant reservoirs prevented overheating.

The SS, then a trim option, included a black grill with SS emblem, bodyside striping, bright roof
drip moldings, color-keyed dual sport mirrors, special front and rear stabilizer bars, rally
wheels, series raised white-lettered tires, special instrumentation and SS interior emblems. It
was not widely ordered by many however, more than likely due to limited information both on
the part of customers and many dealers at the time. The El Caminos sported an elongated,
Mercedes-type grille. Inside, the new top-of-the-line El Camino Classic featured luxurious
interiors with notchback bench seats or optional Strato bucket seats upholstered in cloth or
vinyl, carpeted door panels and woodgrain instrument panel trim. The V8 became the base
engine and a V8 engine was new this year. The , the top engine, was available with the Turbo
Hydra-Matic automatic or 4-speed manual transmission. The models featured a new grill,
providing a fresh appearance. Suspension upgrades offered a quieter ride, and radial-ply tires
became standard. Dual remote mirrors, new twin sport mirrors, intermittent wipers, and cruise
control were among new convenience features this year. The high energy ignition HEI provided
spark to the spark plugs with minimal maintenance and increased power. The larger distributor
cap also provided better high-RPM performance by decreasing the likelihood of the spark
conducting to the wrong terminal. It was not available in California, and the optional four-speed
stick was no longer offered. Buyers could now choose an Econominder instrument package
that included a vacuum gauge to point out when optimum fuel economy was being attained. For
, El Camino Classic models now featured the new rectangular headlights that other high-end GM
cars were sporting. These were quad units in stacked arrangement. The base model retained the
previously used dual round headlights. All engines except the I6 came with the Turbo
Hydra-matic automatic transmission as the only transmission available. The I6 came with a
3-speed manual or an optional Turbo Hydra-matic. The models were little changed, except the
V8 was gone. The front end sheet metal and doors were shared with the Malibu, and the rear
tailgate and bumper was shared with the Malibu station wagon. For the first time, though, the El
Camino had a unique chassis â€” it was shared with no other Chevrolet. The front end featured
a new single rectangular headlight design. The base engine was a cubic-inch 3. It was not
available on Malibu passenger cars with exception to coupe and sedan Malibu 9C1 police
vehicles. Among GM makes, at least, the era of bigness was fading into history, overtaken by a
new age of efficiency and economy. The model got minimal changes following its debut as a
redesigned "new-size" model in Alterations to the El Camino amounting to little more than a
new divided grille. However, a "small-block" cubic-inch 4. The cubic-inch 5. Both three- and
four-speed manual transmissions had floor shifters. The El Camino started out the s with few
changes, though engine choices were shuffled a little. The base V6 displaced cubic inches, up
from the year before. A three speed floor shifted manual transmission was standard, but most
got the optional three-speed automatic. The models received a new horizontal tube grill. The
three-speed automatic added a lock-up torque converter to aid highway mileage. The through
the final El Camino sported a new frontal appearance with a crosshatch grille flanked by quad
rectangular headlights. Though mileage with the diesel was commendable, it was an expensive
option and would eventually amass a dismal repair record. Gasoline-engine choices were
unchanged, except Chevrolet's cubic-inch 3. In , the 4. The standard engine was again
Chevrolet's 3. Continuing on the options list was the 5. The sister Malibu sedan and wagon were
discontinued after the model year. GM shifted El Camino production to Mexico , and the new
fuel-injected 4. El Camino production ended quietly in late In , Chevrolet's sister division,
Pontiac, reportedly took an El Camino body, grafted on the urethane-nose front end from its
Grand Am series, added the GA's instrument panel, reclining Strato-bucket seats with
adjustable lumbar support along with Pontiac's Rally II wheels. This was a styling exercise for a
possible Pontiac version of the El Camino; the concept never reached production. The concept
received mixed, mostly negative reviews, mostly because of its front wheel drive layout. During
the model year, GM had a concept El Camino based on the full-size Caprice station wagon using
the grille of a â€”96 Impala SS ; this concept was destined for production, but was shelved
when GM decided to discontinue the B-platform car line at the end of From Wikipedia, the free
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selected. The idea lasted well into the s with the final down-sized Malibu-based generation that
bowed in It was a trim and handsome vehicle, although it lacked the classic status of the earlier
Chevelle-based El Caminos. Like nearly everything else built during the malaise-era, the choice
of powertrains was a bit uninspiring. Nonetheless, payload was still a hefty pounds, which made
the car a flexible and practical choice. Obviously, the big block options were long gone. The
most powerful engine available was a c. V-8 that made hp. The base engine was a V-6 that
started at cubic inches and was later enlarged to â€” a welcome change as the made only 95 hp
whereas the larger made hp. A c. V-8 came and went in the mix as well with the making more
torque but little more power than the V Both three-speed and four-speed floor-shift manual
transmissions were available. Perhaps the oddest engine choice available was the ill-fated
Oldsmobile diesel. While efficiency was great, warranty claims were through the roof and the
engine was quickly consigned to history after effectively killing the market for diesels in the U.
The El Camino sported the same quad headlight front end as the corresponding Malibu sedan.
Fifth generation El Caminos are an inexpensive way to buy a collectible that is both practical
and a certain attention-getter. For all Hagerty Insurance clients: The values shown do not imply
coverage in this amount. In the event of a claim, the guaranteed value s on your policy
declarations page is the amount your vehicle s is covered for, even if the value displayed here is
different. If you would like to discuss your Hagerty Insurance policy, please call us at Model
Overview Images are general in nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle selected. Refine
your search. Sport 5. Automatic Gasoline Racing Stripe 2. El Camino. Refine search. Turbo
Automatic Engine. Nice truck rebuilt T5 out of an IROC front end recently rebuilt rear end new
brand new needs a paint job battery and a restarts it's been sitting up because they try to steal
it too much. Google Ads. Serious inquiries only. This attractive color combination is sure to
capture the attention of anyone who sees it. I am selling this for a friend. Owner selling due to
health problems and theneed to thin out my collection of stuff. Would like her to go to a good
home. Itis garage kept in Racine Wisconsin. Tom L's comments:Has the original 3speed manual
transmission recently rebuilt no clutch. Can drive in 2nd gearall the time. Controller is Net gain
controls amp volt. Motor is warp 9 with only a thousand miles on it. Dc-to-dcconverter provides
regulated Dual contactors for extra safety. Electric vacuum pumpprovides for factory power
braking and 1 horsepower DC motor drives Factorypower steering. Battery cells 19 and 21
willneed replacement. Small dime-sized patches of rust near side windows. In-dashradio with
DVD player and pop out screen may need replacement. Body is good andclean, was a Florida
vehicle and garage kept in Wisconsin. This is a chevy el camino from florida that wasconverted
to an electric vehicle. Itis garage kept in racine wisconsin. Tom l's comments:has the original
3speed manual transmission recently rebuilt no clutch. Controller is net gain controls amp volt.
Electric vacuum pumpprovides for factory power braking and 1 horsepower dc motor drives
factorypower steering. In-dashradio with dvd player and pop out screen may need replacement.
Body is good andclean, was a florida vehicle and garage kept in wisconsin. That has a engine
Nd a turbo transmission. It runs and drive perfect. It had , miles but the engine was rebuilt.
Comoptions:description:i am selling this for a friend. I have a clean El Camino for sell it as a 5.
The original el camino was first released in as a cross between a mid level car and pickup truck.
It had the styling cues as far as chrome trim and even two tone paint like the cars but it had the
bed like a truck. People were not quite sold on the ideal but gm believed it was the price and not
the concept so they re-released the elco in but a much more subtle stripped down version and it
was a success. This 81 has taken more of that first years approach with its more luxurious
approach. S attention but night time is when this elco really comes to life. The seats are
obviously upgraded and appear to be out of a modern luxury sedan. With them being full power
and as comfortable as my lazy boy, a long trip in this trar or cuck would be an absolute
pleasure. The v-8 that powers this beauty is definitely the strongest one i have seen. All this one
needs is a new home This one of a kind chevrolet el camino can be seen, including an hd video,
at Fly in, drive home!!. New tires, brakes, paint, stripes, radiator, windshield, rebuilt
transmission, and spray on bedliner with new rubber mat Air Conditioning. Super clean Chevy

El Camino - looks and drives just great. Custom paint in perfect condition with no dents or
scratches. Less than miles on the car and the engine and transmission was rebuilt at also has
new radiator. This car is in all original condition except for an upgraded stereo with Kicker
speakers the original radio also comes with the car if desired. I also have the documented
history of most of the work completed on the car Vehicle History Report shows everything
perfectly clear. Bucket Seats. A lot of money went in to build this car. What a wonderful deal!
Feel it again with this superb-looking chevrolet el camino. Viles 2 locations over quality
pre-owned vehicles, since the viles family has been serving east tennessee!
Comoptions:description chevrolet el camino. V8 gas engine, odometer only shows 58K miles,
I'm quite sure it's original, and hasn't turned over. Carpets and seats are in very good condition,
as well as the door panels, and center console. Straight rust free body, custom shell, easy
restoration. Call or Calumet, ok ph: web: Call , e-mail, bethanykars pldi. Power Windows. The
paint is very nicely done, it's got a strong-running , and with all the luxury features, it's a
pleasure to drive just about anywhere. Repainted a few years ago, it's no longer s frumpy but
rather modern and sleek. The two-tone silver and burgundy paint really updates the shape and
makes it look long and sleek, as if a street rodder needed a cool hauler and built this for himself.
The bed is also neatly finished with both a spray-in bedliner and a mat, and someone
thoughtfully installed a high-mounted brake light at the front of the bed for safety. The interior is
mostly stock, but it's in remarkable condition. The original bench seat means it's still spacious
and comfortable inside, and the gray upholstery looks very appropriate for gm in the s.
Mechanically, this elky is extensively upgraded. The wheezing smog motor is gone, replaced by
a strong-running cubic inch v8 topped by a holley street avenger 4-barrel carburetor, hei
ignition, and a significant dose of horsepower. Lots of chrome really dresses it up under the
hood, and with less than 10, miles on the build, it's still fresh. Underneath, there's also a rebuilt
th 3-speed automatic transmission spinning the original rear end, so it's comfortable on the
highway. The suspension is fitted with 2-inch drop spindles, hotchkis front and rear springs, a
rebuilt front end, and global west upper and lower control arms out back. A rumbling
flowmaster exhaust system sounds about right for a vehicle that looks like t. Pompano beach, fl
ph: web: New paint-cinnamon brown. The odometer reads 46,, the actual mileage is unknown,
but there are only miles on the completed restoration. Powering this el camino is a custom built,
summit racing cid v8 with a cam, comp lifters, full msd electronic ignition and distributor,
edelbrock carburetor, chrome air cleaner, and edelbrock aluminum heads and intake. Headman
headers flow from the aluminum heads and provide a nice sound. A tci turbo automatic
transmission transfers the power to the 10 bolt rear end and the 2. The two tone blue color
scheme featuring a rich blue on the top portion of the car and a darker blue running down the
sides with a red pin stripe running between the 2 blues. The cloth interior continues the theme
with blue cloth and red piping throughout. Both the interior and exterior are in good condition,
with minimal signs of wear. The bed of this el camino has been rhino-lined and is ready for use.
Unit is located in nepean on. Comoptions:gasoline fueldescription chevy el camino ss. Tan
paint with matching tan interior. Around 40, miles on the motor and 20, miles on the
transmission which makes it practically new! This thing has it all, power steering, power breaks,
power windows and powers seats too! Great price for this ride so it wont last very long! Will
consider all trades, come take a look! With decades of tradition behind it, this chevrolet el
camino is a cool street cruiser from the '80s and presents in remarkably well-preserved
condition. El caminos really were trucks, and most of them were used like trucks and left for
dead when they gave up. Fortunately, this nicely preserved original example has most likely
been a cherished toy for most of its life, and thanks to life down south where the roads are
warm and dry, it doesn't suffer from the dreaded tin worm, either. The original two-tone paint
scheme is tasteful and actually quite handsome, which, considering the age in which it was
built, is remarkably all by itself. It was repainted at some point and sh
dual carb vw
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ows some signs of use, but fit and finish are above average, especially for a gm product of this
era. A steel cowl-induction hood was added during the restoration and we'll admit we love the
look with the blue ss stripes on top. The plush blue fabric interior is a fantastic reminder that
this is no ordinary pickup truck. Upscale luxury was a sharp contrast to the working-class
pickups and from behind the wheel, it's almost impossible to tell that there's a bed out back. It's
extremely nice, with few signs of wear and no notable damage to the seating surfaces, which
look very correct for The el camino was a bit sporty inside, too, with a full array of gauges plus
aftermarket gauges built right into the dash, an aftermarket speedometer down low, and a

tachometer perched above the radio where it's easy to see. This is definitely not a bad place to
spend some time. There's plenty of torque on tap, yet it loves to rev and feels like it could pull
forever. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

